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Thread 4: Donald Trump Did Not Invent Trumpism

It was Fox. Fox created a Maga Nation (without that name) and promised their maga

god Messiah would come some day. In 2015 when Trump came down that

escallator, FOX proclaimed Trump as their dude

Trump didn't even know the lyrics

Fox News was born after Reagan ended the Fairness Doctrine in TV news broadcasts.

Fox was set up from the start to be a PROPAGANDA channel. To give PARTIAL and BIASED news. Not the full picture.

They brainwashed 1/3 of American electorate over 3 decades

#FixFox
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Long before Trump decided to run, Fox had been building a voter base for an ultra-conservative (and racist) candidate. Who

would 'defend America in a war against Christmas' and who would 'build a wall' to keep brown people away etc. A cult of

white men who feared a changing world

Trump was FLIRTING with this, what we know recognize as the Maga cult (#Cult45). He started his courtship with the

Birtherism lies about Obama being born in Kenya - & Trump the fake Billionaire supposedly sent investigators to search

Obama's birth certificate - remember all that?

The racist and RELIGIOUS nutters of the Maga cult were not naturally drawn to Trump. Many hated and feared Trump or

despised him. But Trump was 'taught the lyrics' of how to speak to the Maga cult. The person who taught Trump to speak

Maga was Stephen Miller from late 2015

Trump is an imbecile, his IQ is somewhere around 70. His favorite book (yes he does have one) is Hitler's Speeches. Trump

tried early in 2016 to introduce 'Heil Trump' greetings and an mass public oath-swearing to Trump - his handlers quickly

moved Trump away from that

Trump does not believe in Maga Trumpism but it is close enough to Trump's core values, he can live it - when coached.

Which is why Stephen Miller is the longest-serving Trump staffer, still there today - and will get a Pardon. Miller is Trump's

Maga whisperer. The Nazi Jew.



We need to understand, Trump did not create Trumpsm. He did not build a Maga nation. Fox (#FixFox) created this

Frankenstein's monster who believes conspiracy theories, and is IMMUNE to facts - because Fox told them all other TV

channels lie, and only Fox tells you the truth

After Trump is in prison, the Fox Maga nutter Cult45 will migrate to the worst bastard they can find. Imagine Ted Cruz

merged with Matt Gaetz merged Gum Jordan merged with Florida Gov DeathSantis.

It is absolutely vital to #FixFox before 2022 else we'll get WORSE Trumps

For us to understand GOP split-up, we need to know, that Donald Trump did not create Trumpism. He barely knows the

words to magaworld, & when he is called to testify, he will humiliate himself - in front of maga nutters. Who will blame -

REPUBLICANS - because they are brainwashed

The GOP had accepted racists via George Wallace. They selected the extremist political position via Newt Gingrich. This

paints them into a corner. Sarah Palin polluted the GOP base with conspiracy theories - and GOP did not stamp them out.

Then FOX enabled a cult of a maga god

Now something like half of GOP member are so totally brainwashed, they will not abandon Trump even after he is in prison.

And at least 20% of GOP had LEFT the party to go independent because they hated Trump. Independents will not be voting

for the TERRORIST party.

Sound bad
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